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Abstract

Does your company have internal auditing? Do they think audits are necessary? Are they willing to follow through on an audit, from start to finish? Many think audits are unnecessary and useless. When an audit is completed, the outcome isn’t taken seriously. Maybe they are even compromised and manipulated internally.

What do you think? Could it take too much time, money, or be an inconvenience. Whatever the reason, there is no excuse for not conducting internal audits. Having timely and thorough audits is a critical piece of an organization but in many cases, they are not being performed, at least in a timely manner. Internal audits are a never-ending process. I would like to help you determine how to successfully configure your W2K file and print server, monitor your server, have an action plan and be prepared for a successful security audit on that server. Although this audit will center on W2K servers, the same principals can be applied to other server audits.

Introduction

A company’s networks are its means of communication and information sharing. However, by virtue of “sharing,” information security comes under attack everyday. Information security is not only compromised by individuals outside the company, but those inside as well. As information is shared via email, attachments, and network drives dangers imposed by allowing access is heightened. To minimize these dangers, companies need to be aware of unauthorized access and take steps to correct/protect their resources.

In an effort to address security risks and show how they can be mitigated, this paper will demonstrate how proper configuration of your network server(s) will limit access to company data, and how monitoring of this access through auditing will ensure information is safe and any holes in security are plugged. First, we’ll look at auditing and how it works, and then gets a little more specific by showing how a properly configured server (W2K server) can aid in the auditing process.

As a System Administrator, a NOS Server Support Technician, an Internal Auditor, and/or a Security Analyst, you will have great insight on protecting W2K servers. I would like to help you follow an outline process on W2K file and print server that will help establish your security baseline, monitor your environment, and prepare you to take action once the audit has been performed.

Again, auditing is a very important process that will uncover any holes in network security. Auditing can be done through informal self audits and formal information technology (IT) audits.

Self Audits
When your server is providing service to your company, you will want to develop some type of self-audit procedures to follow on a regular basis. Some software companies have development applications to enhance the monitoring and reporting of the security event logs. These applications provide an agent that runs on each server, which allows the security event log to pass to a collector that combines each server’s log. From the collector you can provide security rules that will allow the application to offer such details as sending an alert message that an unauthorized security action has taken place. You can even have the event undone and the initiator’s account event locked out. The collectors will send all the daily logs to a consolidator once a day where you will be able to create numerous reports and graphs surrounding your security events. You can also use this for Trends and Analysis.

Know your Company’s policies and procedures when performing self-audits. This will enable you to configure your server correctly. Be aware of the data that resides on your servers and determine if there is information that could be considered to fall under government regulations and guidelines. If you are part of a financial institution you will have the OTS for banking, SEC for mutual funds and variable products. If you have health information that would include the HIPAA guidelines regulated by the HHS. All of these regulations plus additional regulations could add to additional configurations and security settings on your server.

**The IT Audit**

The purpose of an internal audit is to provide operations management with an independent review of the adequacy and effectiveness of the operations’ internal controls. Your internal auditing department will expect you to comply with a standard role of controls and guidelines. They will create a scope of what they are planning to address in their audit and prepare a risk assessment. What is a risk assessment? As you prepare to begin your audit, you need perform a risk assessment to determine the threats and vulnerabilities creating a risk to the business environment. The degree of the risk is compared with the adequacy and effectiveness of controls in place to mitigate the risk. It requires much detail and past experience to conduct are inspiring audit. Some companies create their own matrixes and scales. Others rely on software driven programs to help determine the risks. The assessment tool market is small and the companies providing the tools are very small companies.

The IT auditors may contact your department at this time and let you know their intentions toward conducting the audit. They may sit down and review the scope and determine who will be their auditees.

The IT auditors will create several individual test cases towards testing the security of the server and its environment.

At the conclusion of the audit, usually an oral report is conducted with the management, accompanied by a written report. At this time you will need to plan actions to take in response to the report or whether you wish to assume the risks involved.

**Getting Started**
Now that the different types of audits have been identified, let’s begin setting up a W2K Server environment that will help you be prepared at audit time. Remember, if your servers are set up with auditing in mind, your self audit or formal audit will run smoothly and produce far less findings.

**Determine Your Requirements**

Let’s begin with the architecture. As you start to configure your system think of the following:

- Will the server be connected to the Enterprise network and joined to the domain?
- What function(s) will the server provide; will there be applications running on it?
- What type of hardware will you need?
- Will it be located behind a firewall?
- What protocols will you need?

Remember: Security settings can interfere with the operation of the server’s services. Always test your configurations in a test environment before deploying to your production network.

**Physical Security**

Decide the location of your server. Make sure your server is placed in an environment is to protect your employees and assets. Have a checklist in place and make sure it regularly maintained and followed. Possibly consider the 3 rings-of-security which is a logical and cost-effective approach to flexible security. Each ring has a definite, separate function but, when combined, provides flexible effective security, at an acceptable cost:

1. The first or outer ring addresses the building and its outer perimeters. These areas are secured with a combination of mechanical locks and electronic access controls. They are also electronically monitored.
2. The second ring of security includes physically separating and locking controlled areas. These areas are secured with a minimum of mechanical locks.
3. The third or inner ring of security includes restricted areas. Entry into these areas is controlled on a need-to-enter basis. These areas are secured with electronic access control. They are also electronically monitored.

**Installation/Configuration**

While this is a very thorough list there are always additional protections being discovered everyday. There are many web-sites to check for additional protections. These steps are in the installation process that includes security implications:

1. Remove the server from the network, your computer could be attacked or exploited before appropriate patches or configurations are in place.
2. Create separate partitions for each major portion of the server: operating system, file serving, logs, etc.
3. Format all drives using NTFS. The NTFS file system allows you to control access to files and directories.
4. You will be prompted to enter the computer name and the administrator password. Select a strong password at this time but note you will make additional changes later.
5. Carefully determine the W2K components you wish to install and uncheck all options not needed. Note that Internet Information Server is selected by default during installation and should be unselected if not needed.
6. Install all service packs and hot fixes appropriate to your server. It is extremely important to keep up-to-date on new versions and releases.
7. Install an anti-virus software package and keep it current. Schedule your software to run regularly and frequently. Have a process in place that will detect and alert support immediately when an unknown event takes place.
8. Use the "Custom Settings" to configure your network settings. This is where you will enter your designated IP information, using static IP addresses is much more secure. You will also configure the DNS and WINS on your NIC cards. You will also want to disable the Enable LMHOSTS lookup and select the Disable NetBIOS Over TCP/IP option on the WINS tab.
9. You are now ready to join the domain.

Now that your server has been configured for the network it is time to start configuring and applying numerous security enhancements that will protect your server from internal and external intrusions.

**Account Security**

1. Verify the Guest account is disabled.
2. It is often suggested to rename the Administrator account and maybe even create a dummy account named "Administrator". While this may be a minimal procedure, it may stop some hackers. Whatever your decision make sure you use a strong password policy.
3. Do not create unnecessary accounts such as test accounts, shared accounts, or generic accounts. If you must create these types of accounts, disable them when not being used, use group policies to assign permissions and audit these accounts regularly.

**Authenticated Users Group**

Replace the Everyone Group with Authenticated Users on file shares. Everyone means anyone who gains access to your network can access the data.

**File System Security**
Note: Most of the W2K operating system security is defined by the using default access permissions granted to three groups: Administrators, Power Users, and Users.

1. Restrict access to directories and files to only those who require access. Create groups for different levels of access and verify any default accesses. It is much easier to maintain and monitor group access than individual access. Remove unnecessary groups but remember to leave access for the System Administrators or a separate administrative group.
2. Disable default "administrative" shares.
3. Restrict access to system files by limiting NTFS permissions. An example would be to change the permissions on all .exe and .com files in this folder so that only a special group can access them.

**Local Security Policies**

**Password Policies:**

Configure your company’s policy in the Password Policy section of the Account Policies. Some common suggestions are:

1. Enforce Password History Enabled (recommended value is 5)
2. Maximum Password Age Enabled (recommended value is 60)
3. Minimum Password Age Enabled (recommended value is 5)
4. Passwords Must Meet Complexity Requirements (Enabled)
5. Store Password Using Reversible Encryption (Disabled)
6. Minimum password length (Recommended value is 8)

**Account Lockout Policies:**

Configure your company’s policy in the Account Lockout Policy section of the Account Policies. Some common suggestions are:

1. Account Lockout Threshold Enabled (recommended value is 3-5 invalid logon attempts )
2. Account Lockout Duration Enabled (recommended value is 30)
3. Reset Account Lockout Threshold After Disabled (recommended manual reset of accounts)

**Audit Policies:**

Configure your company’s policy in the Audit Policy section of the Local Policies. Some common suggestions are:

1. Audit account logon events - Success and Failure
2. Audit account management - Success and Failure
3. Audit directory service access - No auditing
4. Audit logon events - Success and Failure
5. Audit object access - Success and Failure (this item only add to logs when auditing is enabled on specific files or other objects)
6. Audit policy change - Success and Failure
7. Audit privilege use - No auditing
8. Audit process tracking - No auditing
9. Audit system events - Success and Failure

Be aware that in large organizations recording of Success events will cause the logs to fill up rapidly. You may consider just recording Success at certain Domain Controllers or even specific member servers that may hold highly sensitive or confidential information.

**User Rights Assignments:**

Configure your company’s policy in the User Rights Assignments section of the Local Policies. Some common suggestions are:

1. Access this computer from the network - generally workstations only need to have Administrators listed, whereas servers usually must be accessed by many different users from the network.
2. Create permanent shared objects - Administrators only
3. Logon locally - only those who require local access
4. Manage auditing and security log - Administrators only

**Security Options:**

Configure your company’s policy in the Security Options section of the Local Policies. Some common suggestions are:

1. Additional restrictions for anonymous connections - Do not allow enumeration of SAM accounts and shares
2. Disable CTRL+ALT+DEL requirement for logon – Disabled
3. Do not display last user name in logon screen – Enabled
4. LAN Manager Authentication Level - generally workstations may have a more restrictive setting of "Send NTLMv2 response only" or higher, whereas servers usually must support a broader range of clients and should use "Send LM & NTLM - use NTLMv2 session security if negotiated".
5. Message text for users attempting to log on - Many groups place a disclaimer on improper computer use here
6. Message title for users attempting to log on - An appropriate window name for the above message

**Default shares**

Determine if your company is going to need to use any of the default shares used by the system account, which are: C$, D$, E$, ADMIN$, IPC$, FAX$, NetLogon and PRINT$.
To disable the default Administrative shares can be done one of two ways. One is to stop or disable the Server service, which removes the ability to share folders on your computer. (However, you can still access shared folders on other computers.) When you disable the Server service (via Control Panel > Administration Tools > Services), be sure to click Manual or Disabled or else the service will start the next time the computer is restarted. The other way is via the Registry by editing HKeyLocal Machine\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\LanManServer\Parameters. For Servers edit AutoShareServer with a REG_DWORD Value of 0.

**Services**

Disable any network services not required. Be aware that many applications installed will require additional services to run that open the server up for exploits. A few services that you will definitely want to disable are: IIS services, FTP services, Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP), Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP), and the World Wide Web Publishing Service.

**Ports**

Disable any ports not required but never assume your servers are safe! You can find out a list of open ports on your local system by opening the file located at %systemroot%\drivers\etc\services.

**Modems**

Try to avoid the use of modems with your server at all possible; a modem is one of the easiest ways into the server, the network and the company. If it is absolutely necessary to use a modem make sure it is configured correctly and audited regularly.

**Anonymous Access to the Registry**

By default, the majority of the registry is secured, but remote access allows the anonymous user too much access. To restrict network access to the registry:

1. Add the following key to the registry:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hive</th>
<th>HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key</td>
<td>\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurePipeServers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Name</td>
<td>winreg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Select winreg, click the Security menu, and then click Permissions.
3. Set the Administrators permission to Full Control, make sure no other users or groups are listed, and then click OK.

**Enable the Security Event Logging**
The default audit policy is disabled on each audit category. To configure your policies use the Active Directory (AD) Group Policy. In W2K there are nine audit categories:

Categories are located in Active Directory Users and Computers, Group Policy Object (GPO), Computer Configuration\Windows Settings\Security Settings\Local Policies\Audit Policy. Each category can be configured to record successful and unsuccessful events. When you modify a GPO, your configuration changes will apply to all computers in the organizational units (OUs), domain, or sites that you've linked to that GPO. The last policy applied wins.

Restrict the permissions on the logs to allow full access for one special created user group. It is not necessary to use the Administrators group but a few selected users within Security who do not have elevated access. If other users require limited access for troubleshooting or follow-up, limit them to read access only.

Configure logs to a larger size, set writing properties, set the Maximum log size to 10000 to 50000KB and select Overwrite events as needed. Critical systems logs should be archived and backups properly secured.

**Prevent the last logged-in user name from being displayed**

When you press Ctrl-Alt-Del, a login dialog box appears which displays the name of the last user who logged in to the computer. Doing this makes it easier to discover a user name that can later be used in a password-guessing attack. This function can be disabled using the security templates provided on the installation CD, or via Group Policy snap in.

**Set Log on Warning Message**

Though setting a log on warning message does not technically restrict an attacker, it significantly increases an organization’s ability to prosecute attacks. The specific
wording of the message should be provided by your legal counsel: (Example: **This system is restricted to authorized users. Individuals attempting unauthorized access will be prosecuted.**)

**Password protect the screensaver**

Make sure all of your servers have this feature enabled to prevent an internal threat from taking advantage of an unlocked console. Make sure the wait setting is appropriate for your company. Get your users in the habit of manually locking the server when they walk away from it. You can keep users from changing this setting via Group Policy.

**Backups**

With the configuration you have set up on this server and its potential data, it is extremely important that you do regular backups of your server. You can use a combination of incremental and full backups. And make sure these tapes are **secured**. Keep your backups in a separate, secure location. Ideally this location would be in a separate building from the original computer in case of a fire or other disaster. And know who should have access to tapes. Maintain a current and accurate list of those authorized to handle the tapes.

**Testing Security Settings**

Now that you have the system(s) configured, you need to test the settings to see if there are still things you can on from the outside. Listed are possible tools you can use to determine exposures but not all tools are freeware so you will have to incur additional costs:

- **Superscan (Port Scanner)** is a freeware tool for W2K and WinNT which will perform a UDP and TCP port scan.
- **RPCDump** You will use this tool to help you determine which RPC services have which ports open. This is available from the Microsoft Windows 2000 Resource Kit.
- **Netstat** You will use this tool on the local host to identify its open ports. This comes with W2K and WinNT.
- **Fport** A great tool from www.foundstone.com to use in the testing used to scan the system to see what is open.
- **Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer** evaluates your system’s configurations and provides a report with specific recommendations to improve the security. It will also recommend missing hotfixes and configuration changes. You will want to run this regularly to explore new vulnerabilities. Remember it is only a baseline.
- **Internet Security Scanner** is a network security scanner that can be used for W2K.

**Additional considerations**
Any time you are connected to a network you run the risk of an internal or external intrusion. You will have to use additional security measures to isolate these systems. Here are a few suggestions but there are many more:

- Consider implementing IPSec
- Use the encrypting file system (EFS) to encrypt sensitive files
- Validate permissions on application directories
- Configure system dumps

Be aware there are no hard and fast answers of how to secure or harden your W2K. Use good administration practices, run only minimal services only related to that server, use strong passwords and use the concept of “least privileged” to set. And last but not least, continuous monitoring and review of security and procedures through audit processes is imperative to maintaining a security environment.

**Summary**

This paper has defined and illustrated how proper configuration and planning serves as an initial step in the auditing process, and will ensure your company’s information is secure. The cost in time and money is significant. However, budgeting for security controls and monitoring is necessary to minimize/eliminate risks imposed by a system subjected to penetration through the everyday elements of uncertainty associated with networked information.
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>San Diego, CAUS</td>
<td>Mar 10, 2020 - Mar 11, 2020</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Doha, QA</td>
<td>Mar 14, 2020 - Mar 19, 2020</td>
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<tr>
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<td>Mar 16, 2020 - Mar 21, 2020</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Mar 21, 2020 - Mar 26, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Rome, IT</td>
<td>Mar 30, 2020 - Apr 04, 2020</td>
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